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Four-level two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform relaxation spectra are simulated with response functions
for a chromophore pair in the exponential relaxation (optical Bloch model) limit. The parameters in this
study are chosen to model coupled carbonyl stretching vibrations. As long as coherence persists, every peak
in the real 2D spectra has a partially mixed absorptive/dispersive (“phase-twisted”) shape because the nonlinear
signals are not symmetric with respect to interchange of the first two pulses. This asymmetry in 2D relaxation
spectra arises from coherence between singly excited states and a red shift of the doubly excited state. Coherence
between the singly excited states causes oscillation of the 2D spectra and the associated spectrally resolved
pump-probe (SRPP) transients at the quantum beat frequency. Projecting the phase-twisted nature of the 2D
peaks onto the detection frequency axis, the SRPP peaks are also asymmetric about their maximum when not
at maximum or minimum amplitude. Three-dimensional Fourier transform (3DFT) methods are used to simulate
absorption/dispersion and beam geometry distortions of the multilevel 2D spectra with cross peaks. The
distortions can be understood by consideration of their effects on individual coherence pathways that contribute
to peaks in the 2D spectra. The beam geometry distortion explains some unequal cross peak amplitudes
previously observed experimentally by Khalil et al. (J. Chem. Phys. 2004, 121, 362). A representation of 2D
spectra that reduces beam geometry distortion is presented. If the transformation to correct for beam geometry
distortion is combined with the transformations that correct absorptive/dispersive propagation distortions
(J. Chem. Phys. 2007, 126, 044511), the recovered 2D spectrum matches the ideal 2D spectrum after all
coherence is destroyed. In the presence of coherence, the new representation reduces the error in the distorted
2D spectrum by a factor of 4 for practical 2D-IR experimental conditions.

I. Introduction
Multidimensional Fourier transform methods in nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy have proven to be
enormously powerful1,2 because of their ability to separate
overlapping peaks by spreading them out in additional dimen-
sions, correlate coupled transitions through cross peaks, and map
excitation transfer pathways and measure rates by following the
growth of new cross peaks. With coherent femtosecond excita-
tion, much progress has been made in extending the same
methods used in NMR to the faster dynamics probed in
electronic and vibrational spectroscopy.3–16 In two-dimensional
Fourier transform (2DFT) spectra, the ability to map out linked
transitions via cross peaks opens up the possibility of structural
studies with femtosecond time resolution. At large relaxation
times, the information content of the 2D spectra treated here
becomes identical to optical-optical double resonance.17 How-
ever, the conceptual basis for coherent nonlinear optics18 traces
its roots to nonlinear NMR.2 Still, much of the theory developed
for 2D NMR requires modification for application to the optical
range.19–23 In the optical regime, strongly absorbing samples are
sometimes experimentally necessary, making it important to
understand propagation effects, which can strongly reshape

femtosecond excitation fields and signal fields.6 Warren and
co-workers24,25 first simulated propagation distortions on col-
linear 2D optical spectra of a multilevel system, and Kumar et
al.26 have shown experimentally that such distortions affect
cross-peak splittings. Further, the use of a noncollinear beam
geometry causes detection distortions with no analogue in
NMR.22,23

Belabas and Jonas21,22 extended the monochromatic plane
wave solutions of Maxwell’s equations for wave mixing27 to
pulsed four-wave mixing (4WM) using finite beams in isotropic
media with arbitrary optical density. Their solution is valid for
an arbitrary nonlinear response under the approximation of
“negligible nonlinear distortion” of the propagating beams.22

Three types of distortions were found: absorptive/dispersive
distortions, phase-mismatch distortions, and directional filtering
distortions. Directional filtering arises from detection of a signal
emerging in a noncollinear direction. Yetzbacher et al.23

simulated these effects on peak shapes in 2D spectra recorded
with the square BOXCARS geometry using the three-dimen-
sional Fourier transform (3DFT) algorithm of ref 21 for Bloch,28

Kubo,29,30 and Brownian oscillator31–33 relaxation models. Under
typical weak signal/thin sample experimental conditions, the
absorptive/dispersive and directional filtering distortions are
experimentally significant for the 2D peak shapes, but phase-
mismatch distortions are negligible. Yetzbacher et al.23 found
easily estimated dimensionless parameters that scale with each
of the three distortions. This study extends the work of
Yetzbacher et al.23 to a multilevel Bloch model system and
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examines the effect of propagation and detection distortions on
noncollinear 2D spectra with cross peaks. NMR analogies led
to early recognition that coherence makes femtosecond 2DFT
spectra quite distinct from systematic double resonance and does
not allow rigorous “frequency domain window” interpretations
of finite pulse effects (or even absorptive/dispersive interpreta-
tions of real and imaginary 2D spectra) until after coherence
has been destroyed.5,6,34 For four-wave mixing, this makes exact
frequency domain transformation to remove experimental
distortions possible only in 3D.22 Extending the work of
Yetzbacher et al. on absorptive/dispersive distortions, a trans-
formation of the 2D spectra is shown to eliminate directional
filtering distortions after coherence is gone and found to match
ideal 2D spectra more closely in the presence of coherence.

A complete description of calculations that include propaga-
tion and detection effects on 2DFT spectra is given by
Yetzbacher et al.,23 so the description is abbreviated here.
Briefly, each excitation pulse is a linear superposition of plane
waves that propagate linearly with optical electric field

where rb is position, t is time, Ê is the frequency domain electric
field at the sample entrance, ω is the angular frequency, and k̂
is the complex-valued wave vector (the imaginary part incor-
porates attenuation in absorbing samples). The time-domain
third-order nonlinear response tensor (from an analytic model
in this paper) is numerically triple inverse Fourier transformed
to yield the 3D frequency domain nonlinear susceptibility tensor,
�(3). For well-collimated beams and sufficiently thin samples,
the distortions that multiply the susceptibility can be separated
into a sample-dependent part (absorptive/dispersive and phase-
mismatch distortion matrix, Π(3)) and purely beam geometry
dependent part (directional filtering distortion function,Φ(3))

where S(3) is a distorted 3D frequency domain signal and Êa,b,c,d

represent the excitation (a, b, c) and detection (d) pulse fields.
The well-collimated beam assumption allows the frequency
dependence of the central wave-vectors to convert Π(3) into a
function of beam geometry and the three excitation frequencies.
For TE polarized beams and a sample with the same linear
optical properties as the windows, the propagation matrix
becomes a scalar

where k̂a
0, k̂b

0, k̂c
0, and k̂s

0 are the complex-valued, frequency-
dependent, central wave vectors of pulses a, b, c, and the signal,
respectively; L is the sample length; ωt is the frequency of the
signal wave; c is the speed of light in vacuum; ez is a unit vector
normal to the plane parallel window-sample interfaces; and
∆k̂0 is the complex-valued 3D phase mismatch between the
nonlinear polarization and signal waves. In this paper, eq 3 will
be used as an approximation to Π(3) for a geometry in which
one excitation pulse is TM polarized; this approximation
becomes exact for normal incidence. This allows eq 2 to be

interpreted as a scalar equation with a single susceptibility tensor
element (�XXXX

(3) in this paper). Equation 3 shows that Πexit
(3) is a

decreasing function with respect to the phase mismatch, which
diminishes the observed nonlinear signal. In an absorbing sample
(which is necessary for resonant signals), the complex-valued
phase mismatch (the second factor) also implies excitation field
attenuation.22 The complex-valued signal wave vector in the last
exponential reflects the signal attenuation when there is a sample
absorption. Absorption, dispersion and phase mismatch are
included in the 3D frequency domain propagation function Π(3).
The calculation of ∆k̂0 (and therefore, Π(3)) requires specification
of the beam geometry.

In the rectangular BOXCARS geometry, the three excitation
beams travel parallel to each other and occupy three corners of
a rectangle on the lens that focuses them into the sample (see
Figure 1 of ref 23). After the sample, the signal occupies the
fourth corner of the rectangle on the collimating lens and obeys
the phase matching condition

with

for all four beams (a, b, c, s). In eqs 4 and 5, n̂ is the complex
refractive index of the sample. (The simplification ks ≈ -ka +
kb + kc only works in transparent samples. On the basis of eq
1, for positive ωb, Re[k̂b

0(ωb)] points along the propagation
direction of beam b; the direction of propagation is given by
the relative signs of Re[k̂(ω)] and ω. Both Re [-k̂a

0(ωa)] and
Re[k̂a

0(-ωa)] point opposite the propagation direction of beam
a. However, for complex-valued wavevectors k̂(ω) )-k̂*(-ω),
so the two differ in that for k̂a

0(-ωa), beam a is correctly
attenuated as it propagates toward the back of the sample while
-k̂a

0(ωa) would incorrectly amplify the beam.)
The propagation-distorted 3D frequency domain signal is

further distorted through multiplication by the directional filter,
Φ(3), which is dictated by beam crossing geometry and beam
size. For a rectangular beam crossing geometry and Gaussian
beams with frequency independent waist, w0

where ωa, ωb, and ωc are the frequencies of pulses a, b, and c,
respectively, and 2θ (2φ) is the external crossing angle between
beams a and c (a and b). Equation 6 assumes that parallel beams
are brought to a common focus by a single lens or mirror (as in
refs 5 and 15) and does not apply to experiments with diffractive
optics (as in refs 16, 35, and 36). In the spectrally resolved
pump-probe geometry, φ ) 0 so that Φ(3) ) exp[-(ωa -
ωb)2w0

2 sin2(θ)/2c2].23

After multiplication by Π(3) and Φ(3), the distorted 3D
susceptibilty is then multiplied by the three frequency domain
excitation fields and the interference detection field to generate
a 3D frequency domain signal. This 3D frequency domain signal
is triple Fourier transformed back to the 3D time domain,
yielding the distorted time domain signal. At this stage, the
signal is a three-dimensional object, dependent on three time

EF(rF, t) ) 1
2π ∫-∞

∞
Ê(ω) exp[i(k̂ · rF - ωt)] dω (1)

S(3) ) [Π(3)(�(3)lÊaÊbÊc)] · Êd*Φ(3) (2)

Πexit
(3) (k̂a

0, k̂b
0, k̂c

0, L) )

ωt

(k̂s
0 · ez)c

exp[i∆k̂0 · ezL] - 1

i∆k̂0 · ez

exp[i(k̂s
0 · ez)L] (3)

k̂s
0(ωt) · ex,y ) [k̂a

0(-ωa) + k̂b
0(ωb) + k̂c

0(ωc)] · ex,y (4)

k̂0(ω) · k̂0(ω) ) (ω2/c2)n̂2(ω) (5)

Φ(3)(ωa - ωb - ωc) ) exp[-(ωa -

ωb)
2w0

2 sin2(θ)/2c2] ×

exp[-(ωa - ωc)
2w0

2 sin2(φ)/2c2] (6)
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variables. From the 3D time domain signal, we extract the signal
corresponding to the scan procedure used in the 4WM experi-
ment, which is a function of τ and t at a fixed T (see ref 37). In
2D correlation and relaxation spectroscopy, τ is the time interval
between the first two pulses (a and b, which can arrive in either
order), T is the interval between the second pulse (b or a) and
the third pulse (c), and t is the running time after pulse (c), as
a function of which the signal field is measured. Inverse Fourier
transforming with respect to the two experimentally controlled
time dimensions, τ and t, finally yields the 2D spectrum. The
interference detection field must be specified in order to
represent the 2D spectrum. In this study, the experimentally
accessible FID-referenced representation of the 2D spectrum,
Ŝ2D

0 , will be used exclusively as a starting point for transforming
to other representations. Ŝ2D

0 corrects for dispersive distortion
of the signal and is the most commonly used representation of
the experimental 2D spectrum.5,23

Transformations of Ŝ2D
0 will be performed according to eq

25 in ref 23. The representation

corrects for absorption of the excitation beams and signal in
the limit when all coherence has decayed. We define an
additional transformation of the measured 2D spectrum:

The denominator in eq 8 is simply the approximate directional
filter of eq 6 in the limit ωa ) ωb ) ωτ. The transformation
described by eq 8 can be performed on any representation of
the 2D spectrum (here Ŝ2D

0 or Ŝ2D
++ are used to generate Ŝ2D

F and
Ŝ2D

F++, respectively) and will undo the effects of the directional
filter to the extent that the first two fields generating the signal
have equal frequencies. In the absence of phase-matching
distortions, Ŝ2D

F++ becomes identical to the ideal 2D spectrum
when T is long enough to decorrelate the absorption and
emission frequencies both within and between dynamically
broadened 2D peaks.

II. The Four-Level Model System

The nonlinear response for the multilevel system is obtained
by the methods given in refs 20, 38, and 39. The energy level
scheme for the system is shown in Figure 1. ωeg is the average
transition frequency from the ground state (0) to the singly
excited states (R and �), which are split by ∆. The average
transition frequency from the two singly excited states to the
doubly excited state (2) is ωeg-d. The red shift of the doubly
excited state could result from a cross anharmonicity (in
vibrational spectroscopy11) or a biexciton shift (in electronic
spectroscopy40). The transitions to the singly excited states have
frequencies ωR0 and ω�0. These two transitions have equal
magnitude, perpendicular transition dipole moments, µŷ and µx̂,
respectively, in the molecular frame. The transitions to the
doubly excited state have frequencies ω2R and ω2�, indicating
their origin from the levels R and �, respectively. The transition
at ω2R has the transition dipole moment µx̂ and transition at
ω2� has transition dipole moment µŷ. This level scheme is

appropriate for two perpendicular chromophores in either
electronic or vibrational spectroscopy. The application to
vibrational spectroscopy requires that the “vibrational overtone
levels” (VR ) 2, V� ) 0) and (VR ) 0, V� ) 2) have smaller
anharmonic shifts than the “combination level” (VR ) 1, V� )
1) and that the transitions be well-resolvedsboth are often the
case for localized vibrations.41,42

The four-wave mixing signals that result from the interaction
of the fields with the model system can be calculated within
the framework of density matrix perturbation theory.19,43,44 The
fields induce a nonlinear polarization that acts as the source for
the radiated signal. In the impulsive limit, the nonlinear
polarization is proportional to the nonlinear response function.
Typically, the inverse line width of a vibrational transition in a
room temperature liquid (∼1 ps) is much slower than fluctua-
tions in liquid structure (∼100 fs), so the frequency-frequency
correlation function can be approximated as decaying instan-
taneously, making the Bloch model (exponential decay of
coherence) useful for vibrational spectroscopy. We assume
coherence dephasing rates ΓR0 ) Γ�0 ) Γ2R ) Γ2� ) γoptical,
and ΓR� ) γqb, where Γij indicates the dephasing rate for
coherence between levels i and j, γoptical is a common dephasing
rate for all optical transitions, and γqb is the dephasing rate for
the quantum beats between singly excited levels. The parameters
in this study are chosen to model carbonyl stretching vibra-
tions,15,45 but coherence transfer relaxation processes are ne-
glected for simplicity.

The coherence pathways that give rise to the 4WM signal in
the square BOXCARS beam geometry are summarized in Table
1. The rotating wave approximation is implicitly applied;
coherence pathways that do not satisfy the resonance condition
are omitted. Further, only pathways contributing to the 2D
spectrum with positive ωt are included. Following the notation
used in ref 10, the pathways contributing to the 4WM signal
are classified as ground state bleach (GSB: D3 and D4), excited
state emission (ESE: D1 and D2), excited state absorption (ESA:
D5 and D6), and double quantum coherence (DQC: D7 and
D8). We neglect DQC pathways (not shown in Table 1) because
they only contribute to 2D correlation and relaxation spectra
when all three pulses overlap. In each remaining category, one
diagram represents an “N-type” coherence pathway (D2, D3,

Ŝ2D
++(ωt, ωτ;T) )

2Im(k̂a(ωτ) · ez)L

1 - exp[-2Im(k̂a(ωτ) · ez)L]
×

exp[+Im(k̂d(ωt) · ez)L]Ŝ2D
0 (ωt, ωτ;T) (7)

Ŝ2D
FX(ωt, ωτ;T) )

Ŝ2D
X (ωt, ωτ;T)

exp[-(ωτ - ωt)
2w0

2 sin2(φ)/2c2]
(8)

Figure 1. The model four-level system for calculated 2D spectra. ωeg

is the average transition frequency from the ground state (0) to the
singly excited states (R and �) which have the splitting ∆. The average
transition frequency from the singly excited states to the doubly excited
state (2) is ωeg-d. d is the average red shift from ωeg of excited state
absorption to the doubly excited state. ωR0 and ω�0 denote the transition
frequencies from the ground to the singly excited states, R and �,
respectively. ω2R and ω2� denote the transition frequencies from the
singly excited states R and � to the doubly excited state. µx̂ and µŷ
indicate the equal magnitude, perpendicular transition dipole moments.
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D5), corresponding to the pulse order a-b-c, and one diagram
represents a “P-type” coherence pathway (D1, D4, D6), corre-
sponding to the pulse order b-a-c.2,46 The designations “P”
(positive) and “N” (negative) refer to the relative sign of the
phase evolution for the term of the density matrix represented
by each diagram in the first (τ) and the third (t) periods. In a
two-level system, N-type coherence pathways can lead to
inhomogeneous rephasing (and the formation of echoes) whereas
P-type coherence pathways cannot.

Each diagram further divides into four subdiagrams: subdia-
grams d1 and d2 represent coherence pathways that only involve
R or �, respectively, and no other singly excited levels at all
times.39 Subdiagrams d3 and d4 represent coherence pathways
that involve � or R, respectively, in the first time interval, and
involve the other singly excited level at a later time.39 In a
multilevel system, anticorrelated inhomogeneities can rephase
for P-type coherence pathways. This has led to the N-type
(“echo”) vs P-type (“anti-echo”) labeling used in NMR.2 In
the model system, symmetric (asymmetric) vibrations that are
coupled to the energy levels can cause correlated (anticorrelated)
inhomogeneity. For example, the P-type ground state bleaching

subdiagram 4d4 would rephase an anticorrelated inhomogeneity
in the level splitting to produce an echo. Such anticorrelated
splitting could be caused by inhomogeneity in the off-diagonal
coupling between two chromophores. Under such circumstances,
the corresponding N-type subdiagram, 3d4, would not produce
rephasing. For these reasons, the common nonlinear optical
labeling of N-type pathways as “rephasing” and P-type pathways
as “non-rephasing” is not used in this paper. For the level
scheme in Figure 1, the homogeneously broadened model
system parameters chosen here prevent all inhomogeneous
rephasing.

The contribution of each subdiagram to the response can be
written as a product of Green functions which describe the time
evolution of each density matrix element following a sudden
excitation.19 For example, the response function, R6d3, is given
by

where the first factor, -(i/p)3, is the absorption/emission factor,
the second is the orientational average factor, and the third is
the product of Green functions. The second factor is geometrical
and contains a cyclic set of transition dipoles, each dotted into
an external field; the brackets indicate an orientational average
over an isotropic distribution of static molecular orientations.
The third factor contains all the time-dependent dynamics in
the Green functions; the brackets indicate the average over an
ensemble. If the Hamiltonian is invariant under time reversal,
the geometrical factor is real since the eigenfunctions may be
taken to be real and orthogonal.37,47 The sets of transition dipoles
can be rearranged to the cyclic form 〈a|µ|b〉〈b|µ|c〉〈c|µ|d〉〈d|µ|a〉,
showing that the physically significant overall sign of the cyclic
set is independent of the arbitrary wave function phases.37 If
two of the four levels involve symmetry-required degeneracy,
the sign of the transition dipole product is dictated by the
symmetry of the four levels. Otherwise, the sign depends on
the particular levels involved.48 The transition moments in Figure
1 are those for uncoupled oscillators;48 the transition dipoles
connecting each singly excited state to the ground and doubly
excited states are orthogonal. In this paper, the geometrical
factors are calculated for an all parallel polarization geometry
(e.g., all optical electric fields have X polarization in the lab
frame).48,49

In the Bloch limit, Gjk(t) ) θ(t) exp(-Γjkt) exp(-iωjkt) where
θ(t) is the Heaviside step function, ωjk is the Bohr frequency
(Ej - Ek)/p, and Γjk is the relaxation rate.19 The ensemble
averaged product of Green functions for subdiagram 6d3 is given
by

For pulse ordering b-a-c, using the definitions in ref 37, t1

) -τ, t2 ) T, and t3 ) t for delta function pulses; θ(t1) is zero
for positive τ, and θ(t3) zero for negative t. In the absence of
distortions, the inverse Fourier transform of eq 10 with respect
to τ and t yields a peak in the 2D spectrum at a fixed T

TABLE 1: Coherence Pathways That Contribute to 2D
Relaxation Spectra in the Square BOXCARS Beam
Geometry

Excited State Emission

b a c (-τ) a b c (+τ)

D1 1d1 1d2 1d3 1d4 D2 2d1 2d2 2d3 2d4

t R0 �0 �0 R0 t R0 �0 R0 �0
T RR �� �R R� T RR �� R� �R
τ R0 �0 �0 R0 τ 0R 0� 0� 0R

Ground State Bleach

b a c (-τ) a b c (+τ)

D4 4d1 4d2 4d3 4d4 D3 3d1 3d2 3d3 3d4

t R0 �0 R0 �0 t R0 �0 R0 �0
T 00 00 00 00 T 00 00 00 00
τ R0 �0 �0 R0 τ 0R 0� 0� 0R

Excited State Absorption

b a c (-τ) a b c (+τ)

D6 6d1 6d2 6d3 6d4 D5 5d1 5d2 5d3 5d4

t 2R 2� 2R 2� t 2R 2� 2� 2R
T RR �� �R R� T RR �� R� �R
τ R0 �0 �0 R0 τ 0R 0� 0� 0R

The pathways are classified into four groups: ground state bleach
(GSB: D3 and D4), excited state emission (ESE: D1 and D2), excited
state absorption (ESA: D5 and D6). Each diagram, DN, further
divides into four subdiagrams, Nd1, Nd2, Nd3, and Nd4 (see text for
detail). τ is the time interval between the first and the second pulse
and is positive if the pulse a arrives before the pulse b. T is the
time interval between the second and third pulse. t is the
time interval between the third pulse and the detection of the signal.
The left half of the table represents P-type coherence pathways
corresponding to the pulse order b-a-c (τ < 0) and the right half
of the table represents N-type coherence pathways corresponding to
the pulse order a-b-c (τ > 0). Coherence evolution during each
time interval is specified by the entries in the table. For example,
the �0 entry for 6d3 during τ, specifies coherence between states �
and 0. The relative order �0 during τ and 2R during t for 6d3 is
significant, specifying a P-type pathway because the higher energy
state is first during both τ and t. The entries for subdiagram 6d3

show �0, �R and 2R coherence during τ, T and t, respectively; the
complex conjugate contribution for every pathway [e.g. (0�, R�,
R2) for 6d3] contributes to a symmetry related quadrant of the 2D
spectrum (not shown) in which both ωτ and ωt have opposite signs.

R6d3(t1, t2, t3) ) -(i/p)3〈(µFR2 · EFd)(µF2� · EFc) ×

(µF0R · EFa)(µF�0 · EFb)〉orientational〈G2R(t3)G�R(t2)G�0(t1)F00〉ensemble

(9)

〈G�0(t1)G�R(t2)G2R(t3)〉 ) θ(t1) exp[-iω�0t1] ×
exp[-Γ�0t1]θ(t2) exp[-iω�Rt2] exp[-Γ�Rt2]θ(t3) ×

exp[-iω2Rt3] exp[-Γ2Rt3] (10)
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where aij(ω) ) Γij/[Γij
2 + (ωij - ω)2] is the absorptive Lorentzian

line shape and dij(ω) ) (ωij - ω)/[Γij
2 + (ωij - ω)2] is the

dispersive Lorentzian line shape (in the rotating wave ap-
proximation). The total response function for diagram D6 is the
sum of the responses for all four of its subdiagrams: RD6 ) R6d1

+ R6d2 + R6d3 + R6d4. Since the 2D FT is linear, the 2D spectra
from the various subdiagrams can be added to generate the
overall 2D spectra. Nonlinear signals generated from the
coherence pathways shown in Table 1 can be inverse Fourier
transformed and summed to produce the ideal 2D spectrum.

Figure 2 shows a schematic 2D spectrum expected from the
model system. DPRR0 and DP��0 denote the diagonal peaks
resulting from the excitation frequency being equal to the
radiated signal frequency. DPRR2 and DP��2 indicate the “di-
agonal” peaks that result from the transitions involving the red-
shifted doubly excited state. The red shift causes them to appear
to the red of the diagonal in ωt. CPR�0 and CP�R0 denote the
cross peaks arising from transitions only involving the ground
and singly excited states. CPR�2 and CP�R2 indicate cross peaks
that result from transitions involving the doubly excited state.
Figure 2 shows how each subdiagram contributes to each
observed peak. For example, subdiagrams 1d1, 2d1, 4d1, 3d1,
and 1d4 sum to generate DPRR0. For every peak, the associated
subdiagrams are separated into two columns; the left side has
the pulse order b-a-c (P-type, “antiecho”, -τ) and the right,
a-b-c (N-type, “echo”, +τ). Experimentally, signals from the
negative τ scan are added to those of the positive τ scan (either
by a continuous scan of τ,3 spliced scans of τ in the time domain5

or addition of 2D spectra in the frequency domain,12). This
scanning procedure corresponds to summing signal contributions
from the subdiagrams of the left and right columns, in order to
bring a balance between the N- and P-type diagrams, where
possible.

The procedure to balance N- and P-type coherence has its
origin in NMR spectroscopy;2 in 2D correlation or relaxation
spectra, it is useful to generate purely absorptive line shapes in
the real part of the spectra because they allow extraction of
information from the line shape and width, and it is well-known
that an absorptive line shape is obtained when signals from
N-type and, P-type scans are added with equal weights.2 When
N- and P-type scans are balanced, the dispersive line shapes
from individual subdiagrams cancel in the real 2D spectra
because they carry opposite signs.2 For a two-level system, the
above-mentioned scanning procedure reflects the symmetry with
respect to interchange of the first and second pulses at nonzero
T and ensures the balance of the N- and P-type diagrams. Hybl
et al.3,5 and Khalil et al.12 demonstrated in 2D electronic and
2D-IR measurements, respectively, that absorptive real peaks
can be generated by the above scanning methods. However, as
depicted in Figure 2, the model system generates 2D peaks that
contain unpaired subdiagrams, thus setting up an inherent
imbalance of N- and P-type coherence; the resulting lineshapes
are “phase-twisted”.12 As noted by Hybl et al.3,5,6 and Khalil et
al.,11,12,15 the balance is not achieved as long as the unpaired
subdiagrams survive or are unequally weighted by intrinsic
properties (e.g., echoes, polarization dependence). The combina-
tion of energy level splitting (∆) and the red shift of the doubly
excited state (d) gives rise to unpaired subdiagrams. When ∆
) 0, the eight peaks in Figure 2 collapse into two: DPRR0, DP��0,

CPR�0 and CP�R0 merge into a single positive peak at ωeg; DPRR2,
DP��2, CPR�2, and CP�R2 merge into a single negative peak at
ωeg - d. Both peaks are N/P balanced. When d ) 0, the eight
peaks collapse into four: DPRR2 merges into DPRR0 and DP��2

into DP��0; CPR�2 merges into CPR�0 and CP�R2 into CP�R0. If
the sample’s relaxation times are unaltered by excitation, the
cross peaks and unpaired subdiagrams can cancel to leave two
N/P balanced positive peaks split by ∆. The oscillatory
contribution for each unpaired subdiagram decays with the factor
exp[-ΓR�T]: for T . 1/ΓR� the contribution of the unpaired
subdiagrams is negligible. The above discussion does not include
DQC (interaction orders b-c-a and c-b-a) or the “improperly
ordered” diagrams (interaction order c-a-b), which contribute
only when pulse c overlaps pulse a or b. These diagrams can
break N/P balance when they contribute to the signal.6

The contribution of the each subdiagram to the overall peak
shape/amplitude is weighted by the orientational factor, leading
to a varying degree of time dependence of the peak shapes in
the interval where exp [-ΓR�T] > 0. For example, a single
subdiagram 6d3 (6d4) represents DP��2 (DPRR2); for those two
peaks, the entire peak amplitude undergoes modulation as a

Ŝ6d3
(ωτ, ωt;T) ) F-1[G�0(τ)]G�R(T)F-1[G2R(t)] )

[a�0(-ωτ) - id�0(-ωτ)] exp[-iω�RT] ×
exp[-Γ�RT][a2R(ωt) - id2R(ωt)] (11)

Figure 2. The schematic representation of the 2D spectrum generated
from the model four-level system. The vertical and horizontal axes
represent the excitation (ωτ) and the detection (ωt) frequencies,
respectively. ∆ and d are the energy level splitting, and the red shift of
the doubly excited state, respectively, in Figure. 1. Diagonal peaks are
denoted by DPRR0, DP��0, DPRR2, and DP��2. Cross peaks are denoted
by CPR�0, CP�R0, CP�R2, and CPR�2. The subscripts indicate the positions
of peaks in the 2D spectrum; the subscript ii0 or ii2, where i ) R(�),
indicates a diagonal peak stemming from an ωR0(ω�0) excitation; ij0
or ij2, where i * j ) R(�), indicates a cross peak stemming from an
ωR0(ω�0) excitation; for the last subscript, 0 indicates GSB or ESE
detection pathways and 2 indicates ESA detection pathways. Each peak
results from the sum of contributions from the coherence pathways
denoted by the subdiagrams which are separated into two columns;
the left column contains subdiagrams representing coherence pathways
involving the pulse order b-a-c for negative τ (P-type, “antiecho”);
the right column contains the subdiagrams representing coherence
pathways involving the pulse order a-b-c for positive τ (N-type,
“echo”). (In a two-level system, N-type subdiagrams cause inhomo-
geneous rephasing and P-type diagrams are nonrephasing; the “rephas-
ing” vs “non-rephasing” classification is not generally meaningful for
multilevel systems.) Paired subdiagrams indicate a smooth transition
from the b-a-c pulse order (negative τ) to a-b-c pulse order (positive
τ), and the balance of N-, P-type coherence. The unpaired subdiagrams
break the balance and are a result of the split singly excited states and
the red shift of the doubly excited state (see text). The subdiagrams in
red (DPRR0, DP��0, CPR�0, and CP�R0) have positive real peak amplitudes
and the subdiagrams in blue (DPRR2, DP��2, CP�R2, and CPR�2) have
negative real peak amplitudes. Italics indicate subdiagrams whose sign
may be indeterminate due to a cyclic transition dipole product (see
text, the sign is fixed by the choice of model system). The underlined
subdiagrams do not evolve through R� coherence during T and hence
do not oscillate with T.
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function of T. Because the peak is pure P-type, it will have the
fully phase-twisted shape shown in Figure 6.5.1(f) of ref 2. On
the other hand, the subdiagram 1d4 in DPRR0 contributes only
1/13 of the overall peak amplitude (orientational factors for 1d1,
2d1, 3d1, and 4d1 are each 1/5 compared to 1/15 for 1d4) so it
is 1/13 phase-twisted, as is DP��0. These two peaks are nearly
N/P balanced, have a small phase-twist, and have weak quantum
beat modulation. The subdiagrams 2d3, 2d4, 5d3, and 5d4 in
CP�R0, CPR�0, CP�R2, and CPR�2, respectively, each contribute
1/3 (all subdiagrams have orientational factors of 1/15) of the
total amplitude for their cross peaks. The modulation for these
peaks is correspondingly weaker compared to the fully modu-
lated peaks, DPRR2 and DP��2. The partially (1/3) phase-twisted
shape of the cross peaks is shown in Figure 4 of ref 6.

The analytical model for the nonlinear response uses the
nonlinear response functions of a dimer.39 The internal motions
that cause the transition energies to fluctuate in a dimer can be
separated into symmetric and asymmetric vibrations. The dephas-
ing caused by symmetric and asymmetric vibrations are thus
represented by symmetric and asymmetric line shape functions,
which are specified by symmetric and asymmetric dephasing
rates in the optical Bloch limit. The line shape functions to use
in eqs 3 and 4 of ref 39 for the calculation of the nonlinear
response are therefore

gas(t) ) γast (12b)

where γs indicates symmetric dephasing and γas asymmetric
dephasing. The Green functions in eq 9 can be broken down into
complex exponentials that describe the evolution of coherences
and population decay, and dephasing functions that reflect the
symmetric (Fsndi) and asymmetric (Fas

ndi) vibrational motions. As
a result, the Green function for R6d3 can be written as

where Fs
D6 ) exp[-γs(t1 + t3)] is obtained by substituting eq 12a

into eq 3 of ref 39 and Fas
6d3 ) exp[-γas(t1 + 4t2 + t3)], by

substituting eq 12b into eq 4 of ref 39, so that Fs
D6Fas

6d3 equals the
last exponential in the second equality with dephasing rates, γoptical

) γs + γas and γqb ) 4γas. The complex exponentials of the second
equality in eq 13 are deduced by noting ω2R ) ωeg + ∆/2 - d,
ω�0 ) ωeg + ∆/2, and ω�R ) ∆. When ∆ ) 0, RNd1 ) RNd2 and
RNd3 ) RNd4, so the sums, RNd1 + RNd2 and RNd3 + RNd4, can be
written as products of the ∆ ) 0 response and a function of ∆.

where Runsplit
6d3 is the response function in the absence of the splitting

(∆ ) 0 in eq 13). Similar expressions can be derived for the
remaining subdiagrams. Equation 14 shows how the splitting shifts
the excitation and detection frequencies relative to ωeg and causes

the signal field to oscillate as a function of T. 2D inverse Fourier
transformation of the response in eq 14 with respect to the first
and third time intervals thus gives rise to the peaks DPRR2 and
DP��2. The oscillation during T is due to the coherence between
the R and � levels and decays at quantum beat coherence dephasing
rate ΓR�. As a function of T, all peaks in the 2D spectrum will
oscillate at the frequency ∆ until the decay of the quantum beats
is complete.

III. Simulation of Beam Propagation/Geometry Effect on
2D Spectra

The simulation is carried out for an ideal case, RmaxL ) 0
(Π(3) ) 1) and for RmaxL ) 0.25 and 0.5 (ODmax ) 2RmaxL/ln
(10)); the corresponding optical densities are ∼0.22 and 0.43,
respectively) for a sample length of 200 µm. We apply the
rotating wave approximation; the average transition frequency,
ωeg/2πc ) 2049.5 cm-1, is demodulated by subtracting ωeg from
all single excitation transition frequencies (setting ωeg ) 0 in
eq 13) in the response, and adding ωeg to ωt, and subtracting
ωeg from ωτ in Π(3), Φ(3), and the axes for the 2D spectra. The
excitation beams are modeled as delta function pulses that cross
in the sample with half angles, θ ) φ ) 5° and beam waist, w0

) 150 µm at the focus. The waist and crossing angles are larger
than those in the 2D electronic simulation of ref 23 in order to
reflect common beam parameters in the IR. The symmetric and
asymmetric dephasing times, 1/γs and 1/γas are both set to 8.16
ps. The excited state lifetime is set to 1 ns. The splitting is ∆/2πc
≈ 69.8 cm-1; the red shift is d/2πc ≈ 26.8 cm-1.

Calculations were done with FORTRAN95 code on a 2 GHz,
Pentium 4 computer with 2 GB of RAM, which allows up to
486 × 486 × 486 (4863) grid for double precision calculations.
The time step in the 3DFT is 118 fs (this is exactly a quarter
period of quantum beat oscillation due to the splittingsthe
splitting and red shift are chosen to make sure that the maxima
of the peaks fall on grid points). Convergence was checked by
comparing the 2D spectra and time domain signals with different
numbers of points in the 3D grid. When the frequency domain
resolution is held constant, the largest magnitude differences
in the 2D signals between a 2563 grid and 4863 grid are ∼3%
over the plotted region. A similar comparison of the time domain
signals with the time increment held constant shows that the
time domain 2D signals differ by ∼3%. This level of conver-
gence is slightly worse than the 2% reported in ref 23. The
accuracy of the calculated 2D spectra on the 4863 grid was
checked against the analytic expression for ideal Bloch model
spectra (generated by a sum of 2D spectra for individual
diagrams such as in eq 11). The maximum convergence error
of ∼1% between calculated and analytic 2D spectra occurs in
the extreme wings of the imaginary 2D spectra. A bigger
convergence error compared to the two-level study of Yetz-
bacher et al.23 (which yielded ∼0.3%) is expected because the
multilevel system produces peaks that are closer to the edge of
the grid. Convergence errors increase with optical density and
are estimated at 2% for the 2D spectra with RmaxL ) 0.5.

IV. Results

1. Ideal Multilevel 2D Spectra. Before showing the distorted
2D spectra, we briefly discuss the undistorted 2D spectra and
the associated spectrally resolved pump-probe signal. Figure
3 shows the time evolution of the undistorted spectrum (Ŝ2D

Ideal)
as a function of T. From the top to bottom, the spectra are shown
at T ) 118, 236, 354, 472 fs, i.e., every quarter period of
quantum beat. The peak shapes and amplitudes vary periodically
as a function of T, with frequency ∆. As anticipated from Figure

gs(t) ) γst (12a)

〈G�0(t1)G�R(t2)G2R(t3)〉 ) exp[-iω�0t1 - iω�Rt2 -

iω2Rt3]Fs
D6Fas

6d3

) exp[-iωegt1 - i(ωeg - d)t3] ×
exp[-i(∆t1 + 2∆t2 + ∆t3)/2] ×
exp[-γoptical(t1 + t3) - γqbt2](13)

R6d3(t1, t2, t3) + R6d4(t1, t2, t3)

) Runsplit
6d3 (t1, t2, t3)2 cos[(∆t1 + 2∆t2 + ∆t3)/2]

) Runsplit
6d3 (τ, T, t)2 cos[(∆τ + 2∆T + ∆t)/2] (14)
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2, the cross peaks and ESA peaks show a stronger dependence
on T, whereas the diagonal peaks display a weak dependence
on T. All peaks in the real part of the spectra deviated from
the well-known 2D Lorentzian star-shape indicative of expo-
nential coherence decay; the real peaks are all phase-twisted
and the line shapes do not have a completely absorptive shape.
The phase-twisted shapes are explained by Figure 2, which
shows that every peak has an unpaired subdiagram causing an
imbalance between N- and P-type coherence; the imbalance
disappears only when coherence between R and � has been
destroyed. It is important to note that a partially dispersive peak
shape in a 2D spectrum does not imply that the peak partially
originates from a refractive index change; for example, disper-
sive line shapes are generated whenever a signal is truncated at
the origin and may or may not be sensitive to refractive effects.50

The unpaired subdiagrams also cause the T-dependent varia-
tion in the peak shape, since all such subdiagrams evolve
through R� or �R coherence during T. The signal modulation

is caused by complex exponential factors, such as exp[-iω�RT]
in eq 11, which decay exponentially with a rate of Γ�R ()4γas).
R� coherence causes an oscillating shape for peaks DPRR0 and
DP��0 which are elongated parallel and antiparallel to the
diagonal at half and full periods, respectively;51 in contrast, all
four cross-peaks are elongated antiparallel to the diagonal at
half period and parallel to the diagonal at full periods (a behavior
noted previously for CPR�0 and CP�R0 in ref 51). Such oscilla-
tions in 2D peak shape have been experimentally observed in
2D electronic spectra.35,36 The cause of these changes in shape
is seen in its bare form for the “diagonal” excited state
absorption peaks DPRR2 and DP��2, which arise from a single
subdiagram [6d4 (6d3) for DPRR2 (DP��2)]. For DPRR2 and
DP ��2, the complex-valued 2D peak shape is multiplied by
exp[-i∆T] so that, at half period intervals, the real peak shape
alternates between positive and negative phase-twisted absorp-
tion (both elongated antiparallel to the diagonal). At quarter and
three-quarter periods, the imaginary peak shape transforms into
the real peak shape and vice versa; the real 2D peak shapes are
positive and negative phase-twisted dispersive lineshapes. The
oscillating peak amplitude variation with T can also be seen by
examining Figure 3 at high resolution (online); for the ESE/
GSB diagonal peaks DPRR0 and DP��0, the peak amplitude is
maximum at full periods and minimum at half periods; all cross-
peaks have maximum absolute amplitude at full periods and
minimum at half periods; for the ESA diagonal peaks DPRR2

and DP��2, as mentioned above, the real peak amplitude is
alternatively positive and negative, modulated by the factor
exp[-i∆T]. The peak amplitude of the GSB/ESE diagonal peaks
DPRR0 and DP��0 is anticorrelated to the diagonal width.51 For
T . 1/Γ�R, the contribution from all the unpaired subdiagrams
diminishes to zero and therefore the 2D peaks are no longer T
dependent in amplitude and no longer phase twisted.

2. Ideal Spectrally Resolved Pump Probe Spectra. Figure
4 shows the undistorted spectrally resolved pump-probe
spectrum corresponding to the 2D spectra of Figure 3. When
integrated over the ωτ dimension, the dispersive components
in the real part of the 2D spectrum do not always cancel, despite
the apparent overall N/P balance for integration over ωτ in
Figure 2. Absorptive line shapes are observed only at integer
and “integer plus a half” periods of quantum beat oscillation.
At half periods, ESA peaks diminish to near zero amplitude
(the amplitude would be zero in the absence of damping) and
the GSB/ESE peak intensities are minimized. Mathematically,
the line shape is absorptive at half and full period because the
real part of the full period 2D spectra is uncontaminated by the
imaginary part of the full period 2D spectra. The physical origin
is that phase evolution during T causes the refractive component
of the nonlinear free induction decay to be in (or out) of phase
with the probe and therefore change the probe spectrum at 1/4
and 3/4 period. At half period, the DP��2 and CPR�2 peaks sum
to zero (and hence the negative peaks disappear in the SRPP
spectrum) because oscillatory subdiagrams 6d3 from DP��2 and
5d4 from CPR�2 combine to cancel nonoscillatory subdiagrams
6d1 and 5d1 from CPR�2.

For each SRPP peak, both oscillatory subdiagrams have the
same coherence during T (�R for peaks at ω2R and ω�0, R� for
peaks at ω2� and ωR0). As a result, the SRPP peaks can have
partially dispersive lineshapes. At quarter and three-quarter
periods, all of the peaks show oscillations in the asymmetry
about the center, which is hardly shifted. Although this is most
obvious for the smaller negative ESA peaks in Figure 4, which
have larger amplitude on the sides away from each other at a
1/4 period and larger amplitude toward each other at 3/4 period,

Figure 3. Undistorted four-level 2D spectra (Ŝ2D
Ideal) in the Bloch

dephasing limit shown as a function of the mixing time, T. Displayed
are the calculated real (left column) and imaginary (right column) part
of the spectra. From the top to bottom, the spectra are shown at 118,
236, 354, 472 fs (2πn/(4∆) where ∆ is the frequency splitting in Figure
1 and n ) 1-4). Grid time step ) 118 fs; symmetric and asymmetric
dephasing time, 1/γs and 1/γas ) 8.16 ps; demodulation frequency, ωeg/
2πc ) 2049.5 cm-1; frequency splitting between singly excited states,
∆/2πc ) 69.8 cm-1; red shift of the doubly excited state, d/2πc )
26.8 cm-1. Contour levels are -90, -80, -70, -60, -50, -40, -30,
-20, -10, -7, -4, 1, 1, 4, 7, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 90% with dotted
contours indicating negative amplitude.
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the low amplitude wings of the larger positive GSB/ESE peaks
show the same trend. The lines are symmetrical at half and full
periods. This asymmetry oscillation is clearly linked to asym-
metries in the 2D peak shapes at 1/4 and 3/4 period in Figure
3. Although similar amplitude oscillations have been reported
previously in spectrally resolved pump-probe experiments,15,52

the partially dispersive line shapes at some time delays may be
below the experimental noise level. To our knowledge, this
prediction of phase-twisted line shapes in spectrally resolved
pump-probe transients awaits experimental confirmation.

3. Directional Filter Distortion. The physical origin of the
directional filter is made clear in ref 23. Briefly, the variation
in wave vector between different frequency components of a
beam traveling in a single direction causes different components
of the signal to have varying overlap with the detection beam.
Figure 5 illustrates the distortion by directional filtering (a: Ŝ2D

0 )
and the result of the transformation in eq 8 (b: Ŝ2D

F ) for an
infinitely thin sample at T ) 472 fs (full period). For Ŝ2D

0 and
Ŝ2D

F , the real and imaginary part (top panels) and the difference
spectra to S2D

Ideal (bottom panels) are shown. The difference spectra
are multiplied by 5. For all peaks, the intensity is reduced by
directional filtering in Ŝ2D

0 . There is minimal reduction for DPRR0

and DP��0 (<1%). The smaller peaks, DPRR2 and DP��2, see
∼17% and 18% reduction in their amplitudes, respectively.
CP�R0 and CPR�0 see a similar reduction in their amplitudes of
∼14%. On the other hand, CP�R2 and CPR�2, which have

intrinsically the same peak shape and amplitude, see different
amounts of reduction by directional filtering: CP�R2 is reduced
by ∼23% and CPR�2 reduced by ∼8%. This occurs because the
distances from the diagonal are quite different.

Yetzbacher et al.23 showed that for a two-level system, the
dimensionless parameter [(∆ω)w0 sin(�)/c]2 gives a useful
estimate of the extent of the directional filtering distortion for
a peak shape, where ∆ω is the peak width. This dimensionless
parameter does not give a good estimate of the filtering for
widely separated peaks in a multilevel system using the peak
separation as ∆ω; individual peaks experience varying levels
of distortion. The most accurate way to account for the

Figure 4. Ideal spectrally resolved pump-probe (SRPP) spectra shown
at 118, 236, 354, 472 fs from the top to bottom. These times correspond
to quarter periods of the quantum beat with period 2π/∆. The SRPP
spectra are obtained by integrating the 2D spectra in Figure 3 over the
ωτ dimension. There are small periodic oscillations in the amplitude
of the largest peaks at ωR0/2πc (2015 cm-1) and ω�0/2πc (2084.8 cm-1).
The smaller excited state absorption peaks at ω2�/2πc (1988.2 cm-1)
and ω2R/2πc (2058 cm-1) are both 100% amplitude modulated (compare
half and full periods) and periodically phase-twisted (the line shape is
a mix of absorptive and dispersive lineshapes at 1/4 and 3/4 period).

Figure 5. Directional filtering distortions. (a) Effect of directional filter
for an infinitely thin sample. The maximum error is 0.051 and the rms
error is 0.0017 times the height of the strongest peak in the same scale.
(b) Spectra corrected for directional filtering distortion (Ŝ2D

F ), using eq
8. Maximum error ) 0.011, rms error ) 0.00062. For both (a) and
(b), the calculated real (left column) and imaginary (right column) part
of the distorted (Ŝ2D, top panels) and the difference spectra (Ŝ2D

Ideal -
Ŝ2D, bottom panels) are shown. The four-level system and 3DFT
calculation parameters are the same as those in Figure 3, but the beam
geometry is characterized by the beam waist, w0 ) 150 µm and the
external crossing angle 2θ ) 2φ ) 10°. The relaxation time is T )
472 fs. Contour levels are -90, -80, -70, -60, -50, -40, -30, -20,
-10, -7, -4, -1, 1, 4, 7, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 90% with dotted contour
indicating negative amplitude. The difference spectra are multiplied
by 5 so that the third positive contour (10%) represents a 2% reduction
in amplitude through directional filtering.
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directional filter distortion,Φ(3), proceeds subdiagram by sub-
diagram. Because the directional filtering is nearly constant over
the range of the line width (∼2 cm-1), attenuation by filtering
is almost uniform over the width of each peak; each subdia-
gram’s contribution to the 2D spectrum may therefore be
multiplied by a Φ(3) calculated “on resonance” for that subdia-
gram using ωa - ωb and ωa - ωc in eq 6. For example, for
subdiagram 6d3, ωa - ωb ) ∆ and ωa - ωc ) d; Φ(3) is
estimated to cause ∼17.2% reduction in the intensity of DP�R2,
which matches the reduction of ∼16.7% in the 3DFT simulation
within convergence error. The orientational factor weighted
averages of Φ(3) for the remaining peaks agree with the 3DFT
simulation within 1%. (The above approach can be used, along
with the appropriate directional filter for SRPP given below eq
6, to estimate the directional filter distortions of the SRPP
transients; all quantum beats are reduced in amplitude.23)

A complete characterization of Φ(3) on individual peaks is
only possible if all coherence pathways are known, making the
diagram by diagram approach dependent on models. Experi-
mentally such knowledge may not always be available, rendering
such an approach less applicable. The transformation in eq 8
uses ωτ in place of ωa and ωb, and ωt in place of ωc in eq 6;
this becomes exact in the limit of large T when no R� coherence
remains. When the transformation of eq 8 is applied to the whole
2D spectrum to undo the directional filter distortion, the
fractional errors are reduced to a ∼1% distortion of CP�R0 and
CPR�0, ∼5% of CP�R2, and ∼3% of CPR�2. In DPRR2 (DP��2) the
transformation reduces the fractional error from 18% to 16%
(16% to 14%). The absolute maximum error over the plotted
region is reduced from 0.051 to 0.011, and rms error is reduced
from 0.0017 to 0.00062 (relative to the strongest real peak). At
T ) 472 fs, the discrepancy between the transformed (Ŝ2D

F ) and
ideal (Ŝ2D

Ideal) spectra is therefore due to coherence. At T ) 4720
fs (∼2 × dephasing time), the transformation reduces the
fractional error to less than 1% for all peaks. At this large value
of T, the absolute maximum error is reduced from 0.046 to
0.0013 and rms error from 0.0014 to 8.6 × 10-5. These errors
are well within those expected from convergence and the finite
value of ΓR�T.

4. Resonant Absorption and Dispersion Distortion. The
complex refractive index of the sample quantifies how it absorbs
and disperses excitation pulses and the signal, causing distortions
from the ideal response. Figure 6 illustrates the absorptive/
dispersive distortion at T ) 472 fs with a collinear beam
geometry. The real part of the distorted spectrum (Ŝ2D

0 , top panel)
at RmaxL ) 0.5 (ODmax ∼ 0.43), the transformed spectrum (Ŝ2D

++,
middle panel) and the difference (Ŝ2D

Ideal - Ŝ2D
++, bottom panel)

are shown. The difference spectra are multiplied by 5. The
amplitudes of DPRR2, DP��2, CP�R2, and CPR�2 increase by ∼84%
relative to DPRR0 (DP��0) upon distortion. DPRR0, DP��0, CP�R0,
and CPR�0 experience the same level of attenuation; relative to
each other, these peak heights stay the same in the distorted
spectrum (the ratio of CP�R0 to DP��0 is ∼1:5). The absorptive/
dispersive distortion leads to peak broadening. In DPRR0 and
DP��0, there is ∼13% more broadening in the ωt dimension than
in the ωτ dimension (at the 4% contour). CP�R0 and CPR�0

broaden approximately equally in both dimensions (at the 4%
contour) and so maintain similar aspect ratios upon distortion.
In CP�R2, CPR�2, DPRR2, and DP��2, the broadening results in
elongation along the ωτ dimension. When the distorted and
undistorted peaks are normalized to their own maximum
amplitudes, the aspect ratio (ωτ dimension:ωt dimension)
increases ∼30% for CP�R2 and CPR�2 and ∼26% for DPRR2 and
DP��2 upon distortion.

Absorptive attenuation is greatest at the peak center and
smaller at the wings, so the peaks are broadened. Similarly,
nonlinear transitions overlapping the linear absorption spectrum
(with peaks at ωR0 and ω�0) see attenuation whereas those
without overlap are unattenuated. The GSB and ESE pathway
signals (DPRR0, DP��0, CP�R0, and CPR�0), therefore, see attenu-
ation at both excitation (ωτ) and detection (ωt) frequencies. The
ESA pathway signals (DPRR2, DP��2, CP�R2, and CPR�2), on the
other hand, only see attenuation at the excitation frequencies
and not at the detection frequencies. Consequently, the GSB
and ESE peaks are broadened in both dimensions and thus retain
similar aspect ratios whereas the ESA peaks are broadened only
in the ωτ dimension resulting in the vertically elongated peak
shape.

The transformation to Ŝ2D
++ reduces the absolute maximum

error from 0.31 to 0.076 and rms error from 0.023 to 0.0033.
After the transformation to Ŝ2D

++ there is a residual broadening
in DPRR0, DP��0, CP�R0, and CPR�0 with fractional amplitude
errors of ∼7% for DP and ∼12% for CP. There is a large
decrease in fractional error for the amplitudes of DPRR2, DP��2,
CP�R2, and CPR�2 from ∼84% to ∼14%. At T ) 4720 fs, the
absolute maximum error further decreases to 0.023 and rms error
to 0.00067; in all peaks, the relative errors are <3%. In the limit
that all the coherence is destroyed, the error in Ŝ2D

++ becomes
zero. The difference between Ŝ2D

Ideal and Ŝ2D
++ in the bottom panel

of Figure 6 shows two important trends: first, except for the
diagonal peaks used to normalize the two spectra, the absolute
magnitude of every peak is overestimated by Ŝ2D

++; second, every
peak is distorted in such a way as to reduce its phase twist (the
phase twist of the difference is opposite the phase twist of the
peak).

5. Combined Distortion. The 2D spectrum was simulated with
a 3DFT algorithm for RmaxL ) 0.25 (ODmax ∼ 0.22), external
crossing angles of 2θ ) 2φ ) 10°, and a beam waist of w0 ) 150
µm. These are approximately the conditions realized in the
experiments by Khalil et al.12,15 The top panels of Figure 7 show
the real part of the 2D spectra at T ) 4720 fs (a,Ŝ2D

0 ), the result of
transformation to correct for absorptive/dispersive distortion (b,Ŝ2D

++),
and the result of transformation to correct for directional filtering
applied to Ŝ2D

++ (c,Ŝ2D
F++). The bottom panels show differences from

the ideal 2D spectrum, multiplied by 5.

In Ŝ2D
0 , the absorptive/dispersive distortion dominates for

DPRR0 and DP��0 (directional filtering is negligible for these
peaks); the peak amplitudes decrease and the width increases
in both dimensions. The rest of the peaks are significantly
distorted by both absorption/dispersion and directional filtering.
The absorptive/dispersive distortion reduces CP�R0 and CPR�0

amplitudes to the same extent as DPRR0 and DP��0. However,
CP�R0 and CPR�0 are further suppressed by directional filtering,
so that when the spectrum is normalized to DPRR0, the distorted
peaks have smaller amplitudes compared to Ŝ2D

Ideal; at the peak
center, Re(Ŝ2D

Ideal - Ŝ2D
0 ) has a small positive value, rather than

zero as for the absorptive/dispersive distortion only. For the ESA
peaks (DPRR2, DP��2, CP�R2, and CPR�2), the absorptive/
dispersive distortion leads to an elongation of the peak shape
in the ωτ dimension and increase in the relative peak amplitudes
compared to the GSB/ESE peaks (DPRR0, DP��0, CP�R0, and
CPR�0). This gain in the relative amplitudes due to the absorptive/
dispersive distortion is partially canceled by a decrease in the
relative amplitudes due to the directional filtering; the combined
distortions result in reduced overall distortion compared to the
absorption/dispersion only spectra (see parts a and b of Figure
6).
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Parts a-c of Figure 7 show that at large T, when all coherence
is destroyed, successive transformations to correct for absorptive/
dispersive distortions and then for directional filtering are able
to recover a spectrum that deviates from Ŝ2D

Ideal by <2% in absolute
maximum error (within convergence error). In Table 2, absolute
maximum errors, rms errors, and fractional errors on each peak
for Ŝ2D

0 , Ŝ2D
++, and Ŝ2D

F++ are tabulated for T ) 118, 236, 472, and
4720 fs. The worst error in Ŝ2D

F++ is 6% of the largest peak, but
26% of the ideal peak height for DPRR2 at T ) 118 fs. This
error is less than that in Ŝ2D

0 and equal to that for Ŝ2D
++. There is

one peak where Ŝ2D
F++ produces a larger error than Ŝ2D

++sfor CPR�2

the error increases by up to 5%. At early times, Ŝ2D
F++ and Ŝ2D

++

are comparable in maximum and rms error but Ŝ2D
F++ has smaller

errors for most peaks. Of Ŝ2D
0 , Ŝ2D

++ and Ŝ2D
F++, Ŝ2D

F++ seems overall
to be closest to the ideal 2D spectrum at early times. Ŝ2D

F++ is
superior in all respects at later times.

V. Discussion

In the ideal spectra, the red shift from cross anharmonicity
(or a biexciton shift) separates the ESA peaks from the GSB
and ESE peaks. As a result, a scanning procedure to balance
N-type (“echo”) and P-type (“anti-echo”) coherence pathways,
commonly used in NMR, does not necessarily lead to a
balancing of N- and P-type coherence in optical 2D spectra;
every peak is inherently imbalanced and thus phase-twisted as
long as the R� level coherence survives.12 The extent of the
phase-twist depends on the orientational average (and thus on
the polarization of the excitation pulses). For T < (1/ΓR�), the
phase twist is severe. The same coherence pathways that cause
the phase twist quantum beats are also the origin of amplitude
quantum beats with T in the 2D spectra; as illustrated by eq 11,
for subdiagram 6d3 the complex time evolution interconverts
real and imaginary 2D peak shapes until R� coherence dephas-
ing is complete. Similar periodic oscillations of the ratio of the
diagonal to antidiagonal widths that are anticorrelated with
oscillation of the peak amplitude have been observed in 2D
electronic spectra35,36 and simulated with models that incorporate
dynamical inhomogeneous broadening.51 The calculations pre-
sented here show that this effect is present even for pure
homogeneous broadening. This is especially so in ESA peaks
since the pathways that cause the phase twist either accounts
for the peak entirely (DPRR2 and DP��2) or contributes 1/3 of
the amplitude (CPR�2 and CP�R2). Despite N/P balance, the
associated SRPP spectra have excited-state absorptions that are
modulated in both amplitude and absorptive/dispersive line
shape character.

The periodic changes in peak shape caused by the phase-
twist quantum beats associated with resolved 2D cross-peaks
can be experimentally distinguished from those caused by
unresolved vibrational wavepacket motion within a 2D peak
shape. Vibrational wavepacket motion broadens diagonal 2D
peak shapes along the diagonal at multiples of the vibrational
period and broadens them along the antidiagonal halfway
through each vibrational period,34 an effect recently seen by
Ogilvie and co-workers.53 In contrast, phase-twist quantum beats
cause diagonal 2D peaks to broaden along the diagonal at
halfway through each quantum beat period and along the
antidiagonal at each complete period. More complicated elec-
tronic 2D peak shape oscillations54 might involve both effects.

Khalil et al.15 noted that the phase-twist of peak DP��2 (peak
5 in ref 15) is sensitive to coherence transfer. R� T �R
coherence transfer would ultimately replace exp[-iω�RT] in eq
11 with cos(ω�RT), so that the periodic absorptive/dispersive
peak shape oscillation for DP��2 and DPRR2 without coherence

Figure 6. Resonant absorption and dispersion distortions. The
calculated real part of the distorted (Ŝ2D

0 , top panel), transformed (Ŝ2D
++,

middle panel), and the difference spectra (Ŝ2D
Ideal - Ŝ2D

++, bottom panel)
with a collinear beam geometry at RmaxL ) 0.5 (ODmax ∼ 0.43) are
shown at mixing time T ) 472 fs. Maximum and rms error in the
distorted spectrum are 0.31 and 0.023. The maximum and rms error in
the transformed spectrum are 0.076 and 0.0033. The four-level system
and 3DFT calculation parameters are the same as in Figure 3. Contour
levels are -90, -80, -70, -60, -50, -40, -30, -20, -10, -7, -4,
-1, 1, 4, 7, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 90% with dotted contours indicating
negative amplitude. The difference spectra are multiplied by 5 so that
the third positive contour (10%) represents a 2% reduction through
absorption/dispersion.
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transfer would become a periodic pure amplitude modulation
of the peak shape. As signatures of rapid coherence transfer
have been observed in some 2D-IR experiments in solution15,55

and in time-resolved electronic spectroscopy,56 oscillating peak
shapes in 2D and oscillating asymmetry in SRPP (or their
absence) are likely to provide useful information on coherence
transfer phenomena. It is quite interesting that ESA peaks in
SRPP can reveal coherence transfer rates through the decay of
periodic oscillations in asymmetry.

In their calculations of absolute value 2D photon echo spectra
from multilevel systems, Keusters and Warren24,25 found that the

absorptive/dispersive distortions significantly reduce the amplitudes
of peaks generated by the GSB and ESE coherence pathways. The
results here are similar; the reduction in amplitude is higher for
larger absorption and so the distortion broadens the peak widths.
The ESA peaks experience attenuation only at excitation frequen-
cies and not at detection frequencies, so the broadening only occurs
along the ωτ axis at constant ωt, resulting in an elongation in the
ωτ dimension. As noted by Keuster and Warren24,25 and Yetzbacher
et al.,23 such distortions depend on the details of the relaxation
model. The phase-resolved 2D spectra calculated here reveal that
resonant absorption and dispersion also reduces the phase twist of

Figure 7. Simulated 2D spectrum with absorptive/dispersive propagation distortions and directional filtering. (a) The real part of Ŝ2D
0 , (top) and

difference (Ŝ2D
Ideal - Ŝ2D

0 ), (bottom). (b) The real part of the transformed spectrum to correct for absorption/dispersion distortion (Ŝ2D
++, top) and

difference spectrum (Ŝ2D
Ideal - Ŝ2D

++), (bottom). (c) The real part of transformed spectrum to correct for both the absorption/dispersion and directional
filter distortions Ŝ2D

F++, (top) and the difference spectrum (Ŝ2D
Ideal - Ŝ2D

F++), (bottom). The absolute maximum error is reduced from 0.11 (Ŝ2D
0 ) to 0.048

(Ŝ2D
++) to 0.016 (Ŝ2D

F++) and rms error from 0.0071 (Ŝ2D
0 ) to 0.0016 (Ŝ2D

++) to 0.00069 (Ŝ2D
F++). The four-level system and 3DFT calculation parameters

are the same as those in Figure 3, but the beam geometry is characterized by beam waist, w0) 150 µm and the external crossing angle 2θ ) 2φ

) 10°. Optical density is RmaxL ) 0.25 (ODmax ∼ 0.22). The relaxation time is T ) 4270 fs. Contour levels are -90, -80, -70, -60, -50, -40,
-30, -20, -10, -7, -4, -1, 1, 4, 7, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 90% with dotted contours indicating negative amplitude. The difference spectra are
multiplied by 5 so that the third positive contour (10%) represents a 2% reduction through combined distortion.

TABLE 2: Max and rms Errors within the Plotted Range and Errors on Individual Peaks for Combined Distortion Spectrum
(Ŝ2D

0 ), Transformed Spectrum to Correct for Absorption/Dispersion Distortion (Ŝ2D
++), and Transformed Spectrum to Correct for

Both the Absorption/Dispersion and Directional Filter Distortion (Ŝ2D
F++) at T ) 118, 236, 472, and 4720 fsa

1/4 period (118 fs) 1/2 period (236 fs) full period (472 fs) 4720 fs

S2D
0 S2D

++ S2D
F++ S2D

0 S2D
++ S2D

F++ S2D
0 S2D

++ S2D
F++ S2D

0 S2D
++ S2D

F++

max error 0.16 0.060 0.060 0.15 0.056 0.056 0.14 0.045 0.045 0.11 0.048 0.016
rms error 0.0099 0.0028 0.0028 0.0096 0.0026 0.0025 0.0092 0.0023 0.0022 0.0071 0.0016 7 × 10-4

CP�R2 0.12 0.23 -0.14 0.14 0.30 0.11 -0.091 0.18 -0.14 0.10 0.28 0.057
CP�R0 0.11 0.12 0.087 0.091 0.091 0.11 0.091 0.096 0.089 0.15 0.15 0.040
DP��2 0.25 0.20 0.18 0.19 -0.077 0.061 -0.12 0.14 0.12 0.36 0.29 0.29*
DP��0 0.13 0.059 0.059 0.12 0.055 0.055 0.11 0.044 0.044 0.074 0.012 0.012
DPRR2 0.31 0.26 0.26 0.21 0.091 0.078 -0.17 0.15 0.13 0.54 0.43 0.43*
DPRR0 0.13 0.057 0.057 0.13 0.054 0.054 0.12 0.041 0.042 0.077 0.012 0.012
CPR�2 -0.32 -0.061 -0.11 -0.41 -0.12 -0.17 -0.26 0.031 -0.051 -0.19 0.077 0.033
CPR�0 0.12 0.13 0.077 0.091 0.092 0.093 0.099 0.10 0.080 0.16 0.16 0.038

a Errors on each individual peak are calculated as fractional differences in amplitude when compared to the undistorted amplitude for that
peak. Negative signs indicate that the amplitude increases upon distortion. The two errors marked with an asterisk occur for peaks with
amplitudes below 1% (smaller than the convergence error of 2%)stoo weak to be visible in Figure 7.
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all the peaks in the 2D spectrum. This can be quantitatively
explained by a scrambling of the a, b pulse ordering allowed by
the linear free induction decay that trails after each pulse.21 This
observation that absorptive/dispersive propagation distortion reduce
the phase twist of 2D peak is important because loss of phase twist
is a signature of coherence transfer.15 This reduction of phase twist
is not corrected by transformation to Ŝ2D

++. In addition, the two GSB/
ESE diagonal peaks (DPRR0 and DP��0) in Ŝ2D

++ exhibit a residual
distortion that strongly resembles the square of the dispersive 2D
peak shape. Nevertheless, Ŝ2D

++ reduces the disagreement between
ideal and experimentally distorted 2D spectra and is recommended
to correct for absorptive/dispersive propagation distortion of
experimental 2D spectra.

The directional filter affects the cross peaks and ESA peaks
significantly, but not the main diagonal peaks (DPRR0 and DP��0).
This differential effect may be understood by considering the
effect on individual coherence pathways that contribute to peaks;
from eq 6 its effect is to attenuate the amplitudes of diagrams
based on ωa - ωb and ωa - ωc. The directional filtering effect
causes the amplitudes of CPR�2 and CP�R2 (which are equal in
ideal 2D spectra and in 2D spectra with absorptive/dispersive
pulse propagation distortions) to differ. These effects are
quantified, under conditions which simulate the experiment of
refs 11, 12, and 15 in Table 2. The peak height changes for Ŝ2D

0

at a full quantum beat period show that, relative to the diagonal
peaks, CPR�2 grows by 26% while CP�R2 grows by 9%.
Therefore CPR�2 should be about 15% stronger than CP�R2 at a
full period. This unequal net growth of the two cross-peaks
relative to the diagonal peaks arises because absorption equally
enhances both cross-peaks relative to the diagonal peaks, but
directional filtering suppresses CP�R2 more strongly than CPR�2.
At a quarter period, the amplitude of CPR�2 is 50% larger than
CP�R2; CPR�2 is consistently larger than CP�R2. The above
calculations predict that directional filtering distortions should
be detectable in the experimental data of ref 15.

The experimental real 2D correlation spectrum in Figure 7
of ref 15 shows three contours for CPR�2 (peak 4′ of refs 11
and 15) and two for CP�R2 (peak 4 of refs 11 and 15). Although
the relative cross-peak amplitudes might be affected by coher-
ence and population transfer, differences in the forward and
backward rates were constrained by detailed balance so that the
simulations in Figure 7 of ref 15 yielded four contours (at 3.3%
spacing) for both cross-peaks 4 and 4′. In contrast, Figure 2 of
ref 15 shows experimental absolute value rephasing 2D spectra
in which CPR�2 consistently has one more contour (spaced at
5% of the maximum of DPRR0) than CP�R2. The above observa-
tions suggest that directional filtering accounts for the unequal
amplitudes of these two cross-peaks. For more direct comparison
to the rightmost experimental 2D spectrum in Figure 2 of ref
15, Figure 8 shows slices through the calculated absolute value
“rephasing” 2D spectrum [the absolute value of the complex-
valued 2D spectrum from a scan covering only positive τ after
coherence relaxation (T ) 4270 fs)]. The slices at ωτ/2πc )
-2014.6 and -2084.4 cm-1 show that CPR�2 should be one
5% contour above CP�R2 because of directional filtering.
Although directional filtering might be modified by the coher-
ence and population transfer processes neglected in calculating
Figure 8, this result agrees with the experiment.

When the absorption/dispersion and directional filtering
distortions are simultaneously present, they partially cancel each
other out for ESA peaks. The errors in Ŝ2D

++ and Ŝ2D
F++ are almost

comparable at small T when there is coherence; for seven out
of eight peaks, Ŝ2D

F++ at 1/4 period performs as well as or better
than Ŝ2D

++; for three out of those seven peaks, Ŝ2D
F++ does better

than Ŝ2D
++. Similar conclusions hold at waiting times of 1/2 and

full period. Finally, Ŝ2D
F++ is superior to Ŝ2D

++ when all coherence
has decayed at large waiting times T. The caveat to recom-
mending Ŝ2D

F++ as the preferred representation of experimental
2D spectra is that unlike the transformation from Ŝ2D

0 to Ŝ2D
++,

which relies mainly on the complex refractive index n̂(ω),
correction of Ŝ2D

++ to Ŝ2D
F++ relies on the knowledge of not only

the beam waist as a function of frequency but also assumptions
about the full spatial intensity profile and the frequency-
dependent spatial phase in the excitation fields, E(r,ω). These
quantities are usually approximately known for near transform-
limited pulses with pulse durations of many optical cycles.

We conclude the discussion by pointing out that some distortions
of the 2D spectra will suggest relatively harmless counterbalanced
misinformation about the model while others can conspire to
mislead. Although Φ(3) is not directly affected by beam polarization,
directional filtering can distort the polarization dependence of a
2D peak through differential suppression of different subdiagrams
that have distinct polarization-dependent orientational averages. For
example, the ZZYY/ZZZZ amplitude ratios for CPR�2 and CP�R2

are identical in the ideal “rephasing” 2D spectrum of the model,
but directional filtering distorts them in opposite directions while
those of CPR�0 and CP�R0 are unchanged. With the correct model,
the angles between transition dipoles determined using all four

Figure 8. Slices through the ideal (dashed) and distorted (solid)
absolute value “rephasing” 2D spectrum at relaxation time T ) 4270
fs for ωτ ) -2084.4 cm-1 (top) and ωτ ) -2014.6 cm-1 (bottom) as
a function of ωt. The four-level system, 3DFT calculation, and
experimental parameters are the same as in Figure 7. For the “rephasing”
2D spectrum, Ŝ2D

R , only the positive τ (N-type, “echo” subdiagrams on
the right side of each column in Figure 2) 2D signal is included in
calculating complex-valued 2D spectra using the recipe for Ŝ2D

0 . The
vertical axis for each slice is normalized to the diagonal peak on that
slice (both diagonal peaks have the same amplitude). These two slices
show the differential suppression of CP�R2 and enhancement of CPR�2

(relative to the diagonal peaks) through the combined action of
absorption/dispersion and directional filtering.
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cross-peaks might be fairly accurate even without consideration
of directional filtering. In contrast, the peak CP�R2 is more sensitive
to |µb2�| while CPR�2 is more sensitive to |µb2R|, so that least-squares
fitting could alter the ratio |µb2�|/|µb2R| to fit a directional filtering
distortion. Similarly, the ratios |µb2�|/|µb�0| and |µb2R|/|µbR0| are all
enhanced by absorption, so these parameters could be quantitatively
distorted in a least-squares fit. Although the redundancy in 2D
spectra can sometimes minimize such interpretive errors, the Ŝ2D

F++

representation is recommended for plotting both experimental and
calculated 2D spectra.

VI. Conclusions

In this paper, four-level 2D spectra in the Bloch dephasing limit
were calculated using the response function of a dimer and
parameters appropriate to carbonyl stretching vibrations. A 3DFT
algorithm was applied to simulate propagation, detection, and beam
geometry effects in a multilevel system that addresses the experi-
mental distortion of the cross peaks. It is predicted that periodic
phase twist in the 2D spectra is present in spectrally resolved
pump-probe transients and likely sensitive to coherence transfer
processes. Absorptive and dispersive pulse propagation effects
reduce the phase twist of peaks in the 2D spectra, mimicking a
signature of coherence transfer. Further, the directional filtering
effect from a noncollinear beam geometry accounts for some
unequal cross peak intensities in experimental 2D spectra. We
present a transformation to correct for beam geometry distortion
wherein excitation frequencies, ωa and ωb are substituted by ωτ,
and the excitation frequency ωc by the detection frequency ωt. (ωτ

and ωt are the experimentally accessible parameters.) If we combine
the suggested transformation to correct for beam geometry effects
with the previously presented transformation to correct for beam
propagation and dispersion distortions, the new representation of
the 2D spectrum Ŝ2D

F++ matches the ideal 2D spectrum within the
convergence error when all coherence has decayed. Even in the
presence of coherence, the performance of the combined transfor-
mation, which is not exact, is remarkably good; the new repre-
sentation, S2D

F++ reduces the error in the 2D spectrum by a factor of
4.
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